There are two sharp minima that are caused by two charged residues next to each other (R811-E812 and R829-R830).
The largest consecutive sequence of residues with negative or near-zero FoldIndex values corresponds to an area (V819-G825) that has been identified as being capable of adopting alternative conformations [7, 10, 11] .
There is also experimental evidence that R829 (located in 'Minimum #2') has an important role in stabilizing kinked versions of the bridge helix [10, 11] . Note the high degree of similarity of the predicted FoldIndex values among the sequences including bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes. (b) FoldIndex plots of trigger loop domains. Certain areas, especially base helix TLN, show a high degree of intrinsic stability. The borders between the base helices are either slightly unstable, or only weakly stable (G72 and I98, respectively; highlighted in orange). The bridge helix kink opposite these residues (see Figure 4c ) is therefore likely to have a substantial influence on the folding properties of the central tip of the trigger loop domain. As expected, the trigger loop tip sequence (defined here as M75-G93) contains a mixture of intrinsically stable and unstable motifs capable of taking up a variety of structures. The stability profile of the flanking base helices is very similar in trigger loop domains from bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes, suggesting that the structural properties of these regions are highly conserved.
